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Instrumental variable estimation in the presence





This paper develops shrinkage methods for addressing the \many in-
struments" problem in the context of instrumental variable estimation. It
has been observed that instrumental variable estimators may behave poorly
if the number of instruments is large. This problem can be addressed by
shrinking the inuence of a subset of instrumental variables. The procedure
can be understood as a two-step process of shrinking some of the OLS co-
ecient estimates from the regression of the endogenous variables on the
instruments, then using the predicted values of the endogenous variables
(based on the shrunk coecient estimates) as the instruments. The shrink-
age parameter is chosen to minimize the asymptotic mean square error. The
optimal shrinkage parameter has a closed form, which makes it easy to im-
plement. A Monte Carlo study shows that the shrinkage method works well
and performs better in many situations than do existing instrument selection
procedures.
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1 Introduction
This paper proposes new solutions to the problem of instrumental variable (IV,
hereafter) estimation in the presence of many instruments. In this situation, we
can estimate the model and make some inferences using a minimal subset of in-
struments. However, with a small number of instruments, we lose eciency, which
results in relatively large standard errors. We might try to increase the number of
instruments in order to reduce the standard error of the estimate. It turns out that
this approach may be misleading in nite samples. An IV estimator with many
instruments may behave poorly and can be sensitive to the number of instruments.
In particular, the two-stage least squares (TSLS, hereafter) estimator generates a
bias the order of which is proportional to the number of instruments (e.g., see
Kunitomo (1980), Morimune (1983), or Bekker (1994)).1 An example where this
problem occurs in empirical work is the paper by Angrist and Krueger (1991).2
Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1996) illustrate how the problem of many instruments
arises in Angrist and Krueger's (1991) work.3
Existing solutions to the \many instruments" problem usually involve instru-
ment selection. Donald and Newey (2001) propose minimizing the asymptotic
1Morimune (1985) is a good reference that summarizes the development of the researches on
this topic until the middle of 1980's. Unfortunately, the book is available only in Japanese.
2They estimate the return to an additional year of schooling. They show that quarter-of-
birth can be an instrument to years of schooling. Their set of instruments includes quarter-birth
variables and their interactions with year-of-birth and state-of-birth variables. The number of
(excluded) instruments is 180 in one of their specications.
3Even though Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1996) emphasize the weak instrument problem, Table
1 in their paper indicates that Angrist and Krueger's (1991) data do not suer from the bias of
the TSLS estimator if we use a minimal subset of instruments. See also Hansen, Hausman and
Newey (2008). Actually, there are two problems: one is the \many instruments" problem and the
other is that the additional instruments are weak. This paper focuses on the \many instruments"
problem. Chao and Swanson (2005) and Stock and Yogo (2005) discuss the consequences of a
large number of weak instruments, and Anderson, Kunitomo and Matsushita (2008) provide
extensive simulation results.
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mean square error as a criterion for choosing the number of instruments. Small
(2002) proposes a criterion function motivated by the Akaike Information Criteria
for choosing instruments. Hall and Peixe (2003) also consider another informa-
tion criterion for instrument selection. Their information criterion consists of two
terms. The rst term is based on the canonical correlations which measure the
relevance of moment conditions. The second term penalizes the number of moment
conditions.
This paper introduces a new procedure for IV estimation based on shrinkage
methods. That is, we reconstruct the estimating equation of an IV estimator, which
is a weighted sum of sample moment conditions, by shrinking some elements of
the weighting vector. This idea can also be interpreted as shrinking part of the
OLS coecient estimates from the regression of the endogenous variables on the
instruments and then using the predicted values of the endogenous variables, based
on the shrunk coecient estimates, as the instruments.
One nontrivial question is how to choose the shrinkage parameter. We propose
to choose the shrinkage parameter by minimizing the Nagar (1959)-type approx-
imation of the mean square error. The optimal shrinkage parameter has a closed
form, which makes it easy to implement. Alternatively, we may consider choosing
the shrinkage parameter in a similar way as the well-known James{Stein estima-
tor. However, the James{Stein shrinkage rule is not optimal, and in shrinkage
TSLS estimation, there is a crucial dierence between these two. Note that the
James{Stein shrinkage rule has just an order-K term where K is the number of
instruments, however; the optimal shrinkage parameter has an order-K2 term. The
shrinkage parameter given by the James{Stein shrinkage rule is larger than desired
when the number of instruments is large. This shows the importance of the mean
square error calculation in choosing the shrinkage parameter.
In the statistical literature, it has been observed that shrinkage methods per-
form well, and, moreover, they often work better than selection methods (e.g., see
Hastie, Tibshirani and Friedman (2001), Section 3.4.5). The key decision involved
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in selection methods is to select which instruments to discard. Even though we
alleviate the many-instruments problem by doing so, we also ignore the informa-
tion that the discarded instruments might reveal. On the other hand, shrinkage
methods not only mitigate the many-instruments problem but also enable the use
of the information that is lost by discarding variables. Shrinkage procedures can
become excellent alternatives to selection methods in IV estimation.
A limitation of the shrinkage method proposed here is that it requires us to
specify the set of \main" IVs which are a priori known to be strong. While this
requirement may be restrictive in some applications, there are situations in which it
is possible to specify the set of \main" IVs in a natural way. For example, Angrist
and Krueger (1991) use quarter{of{birth variables and their interactions with year{
of{birth or state{of{birth variables as instruments. In this case, the quarter{of{
birth variables may be considered as \main" instruments and the interactions
may be considered as other instruments. We note that selection methods such as
those of Donald and Newey (2001) typically require a dierent assumption that an
ordering of instruments is prespecied to make them computationally feasible and
to justify the method theoretically.
Even though there is hardly any literature that explicitly considers the appli-
cation of shrinkage methods in IV estimations, Chamberlain and Imbens (2004)
consider a procedure, called random eect quasi-maximum likelihood (REQML),
which could be categorized as a shrinkage method. They impose a random eect
structure on the coecients in the regression of the endogenous variable on instru-
ments and then maximize the likelihood that takes the random eect structure into
account. REQML has several attractive features, such as being interpretable as a
Bayes procedure. However, extending the idea of their paper to dierent settings
may not be trivial. For example, the appropriate way to construct the likelihood
function of a conditional moment restriction model with conditional heteroskedas-
ticity is not necessarily clear. Moreover, it is also not clear what the appropriate
way would be to impose a random eect structure in such a model. The procedure
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presented here can be extended to dierent models, as shown by Okui (2005), to
consider conditional moment restriction models and dynamic panel data models.
Another limitation of REQML is that handling a situation with multiple endoge-
nous regressors is not straight-forward. On the other hand, the method considered
in this paper is applicable to such a situation. Finally, we derive an approxima-
tion of the mean square error of the estimator and choose the shrinkage parameter
by minimizing the approximate mean square error, while Chamberlain and Imbens
(2004) do not consider the mean square error of the estimator. The kernel-weighted
GMM in ARMA models by Kuersteiner (2002) is also related to the ideas explored
here.4 Another related paper is Carrasco (2008). Her idea is dierent from the one
considered here. Her approach involves regularization of the inverse of the covari-
ance matrix of instruments while our approach is to shrink some of the coecient
estimates in the rst stage regression.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the
shrinkage TSLS estimator, explains the motivation for the method and presents the
theoretical results. Section 3 proposes the shrinkage limited information maximum
likelihood estimator. Results fromMonte Carlo experiments are included in Section
4. Discussions and possible extensions are presented in Section 5.
We use the following notation throughout the paper. For a sequence of vectors,
fAig, we dene A as A = (A01; A02; : : : ; A0n)0. For a matrix A, we dene jjAjj =
4We note that there is a pair of kernel functions and bandwidths under which the kernel-
weighted GMM and the shrinkage TSLS are equivalent. They are K(u) = 1, for juj < c and
K(u) = s for juj  c, where s is the shrinkage parameter and c is equal to the ratio of the number
of main instruments and the total number of instruments, and the bandwidth is equal to the
total number of instruments. We note that the choices of bandwidth and shrinkage parameter
are not equivalent. Roughly speaking, the shrinkage TSLS chooses the kernel function given
the bandwidth, whereas the kernel-weighted GMM chooses the bandwidth given the kernel func-
tion. Thus, there is a fundamental dierence between the kernel-weighted GMM and shrinkage
methods. The kernel-weighted GMM can be regarded as a way to exploit all information from
the order of instruments that is clear in ARMA models, while this paper implicitly considers
situations where the order is not clear.
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tr(A0A) (the usual Euclidean norm), and PA = A(A0A) 1A0.
2 The Shrinkage TSLS Estimator
2.1 Model and Procedure
Following Donald and Newey (2001), we consider the model:
yi = Y
0
i  + x
0












1A ; i = 1; : : : ; N;
where yi is a scalar outcome variable, Yi is a d1 1 vector of endogenous variables,
xi is a vector of exogenous variables, i and ui are unobserved random variables
with second moments, which do not depend on xi, and f is an unknown function
of xi. Let fi = f(xi). The set of instruments is (X
0
i;
Z 0i). Xi is an m  1 vector
of main instruments and Zi is a K  1 vector of other instruments. They are
functions of xi. The included exogenous variable, x1i, is a part of Xi. We employ
this semiparametric structure because it allows us to analyze easily the model
with many instruments. Another reason is that this paper intends to compare
instrument selection methods and shrinkage methods, and, to this end, it would
be better to have the same structure as used in Donald and Newey (2001) to
present a selection method that will be compared with shrinkage procedures in the
Monte Carlo section.
In the current model, the asymptotic variance of a
p
N -consistent regular es-
timator cannot be smaller than 2 H 1, where 2 = E(2i jxi) and H = E(fif 0i)
(Chamberlain (1987)). It can be achieved if fi can be written as a linear combina-
tion of the instruments. Likewise, if there is a linear combination of the instruments
that is close to fi, then the asymptotic variance of the IV estimator is small. This
observation implies that using many instruments is desirable in terms of asymptotic
variance. However, an IV estimator with many instruments may behave poorly in
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nite samples and can be sensitive to the number of instruments. Furthermore,
if a set of instruments can approximate fi well, then adding more instruments is
not helpful to reducing the asymptotic variance since it cannot be smaller than
2 H 1. It is, therefore, important to consider how to handle a large number of
instruments.
We consider a situation similar to that of Chamberlain and Imbens (2004)
where we have two sets of instruments, X and Z. Among the IVs, we typically
have \main" instruments, which guarantee the identication of the parameter, ,
and are more important for estimation than the other instruments. We denote
these \main" instruments as X. We consider shrinking the eect of Z on the
estimation of . The meaning of \main" can dier among situations. For example,
suppose that we consider a (possibly misspecied) linear (in parameters) model for
the relationship between the endogenous regressors and instruments, as in West,
Wong and Anatolyev (2009). The main instruments (i.e., X) in this case would be
the terms appearing in the model we specify and the other instruments (i.e., Z)
are other functions of the instruments. Another example could be the case where
a number of instruments are generated by multiplying the main instruments by
regional dummies or time dummies. For instance, as discussed in Section 1, the
quarter of birth variables may be considered as \main" instruments in the case of
Angrist and Krueger (1991).
Note that we are able to estimate  using only those main instruments if the
number of the main instruments is larger than the number of the endogenous
variables. However, such an estimate may have a large standard error. Even though
using more instruments is a way to reduce the standard error of the estimate, it
is commonly observed that IV estimators with many instruments behave poorly
(e.g., Morimune (1983) and Bound, Jaeger and Baker (1996)). The shrinkage
TSLS estimator is introduced to address this \many instruments" problem. In
this section, the shrinkage TSLS estimator is discussed. The shrinkage LIML
estimator is discussed in the next section.
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Now, we describe the procedure. Let Z = (I   PX) Z so that X 0Z = 0.
It is important to note that Z in our discussion may not be the matrix of the
instruments itself but the orthogonalized one in applications. The TSLS estimator
of  is the solution to
W 0PX(y  W) +W 0P(X;Z)(y  W) = 0:
The shrinkage TSLS estimator, ^tsls;s, is dened as the solution to
(1  s)W 0PX(y  W) + sW 0P(X;Z)(y  W)
= W 0PX(y  W) + sW 0PZ(y  W) = 0;
and it is:
^tsls;s = (W
0P sW ) 1W 0P sy;
for a shrinkage parameter, s, where P s = (1   s)PX + sP(X;Z) = PX + sPZ .
The shrinkage TSLS estimator is obtained by solving a weighted average of the
estimating equation for the TSLS using only the main instruments and that using
all instruments. By introducing the shrinkage parameter, s, we can reduce the
eect of adding Z into the set of instruments. The shrinkage parameter, s, lies
between 0 and 1; the choice s = 0 leads to the TSLS estimator using only X and
likewise setting s = 1 yields the TSLS estimator using all the instruments. A more
detailed discussion is found in the next subsection.
To operationalize this procedure, a method for choosing s is needed. We recom-
mend the following choice of s because it is an estimator of the shrinkage parameter












where ^ is the (possibly estimated) weighing vector chosen by the researcher, ^2




i ) and u = E(uii) based on the residuals
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from a preliminary estimation and H^ = W 0(PX + PZ)W=N , which is an estimate
of H = f 0f=N (i.e., the rst-order asymptotic variance). Note that the number
of instrumental variables should increase with the sample size in order to estimate
H.5
2.2 Theoretical Results
We demonstrate the asymptotic properties of the shrinkage TSLS under the fol-
lowing assumptions, which are similar to those imposed in Donald and Newey
(2001):
Assumption 1. fyi;Wi; xig are i.i.d., E(2i jxi) = 2 > 0, and E(jjijj4jxi) and
E(jij4jxi) are bounded.
Assumption 2. (i) H  E(fif 0i) exists and is nonsingular. (ii) there exists K
such that E(jjf(x)  K(X 0; Z 0)jj2)! 0 as K !1.
Assumption 3. (i) Ef(; u0)0(; u0)jxig is constant. (ii) (X;Z)0(X;Z) is nonsin-
gular with probability one. (iii) maxiN PZ;ii !p 0. (iv) fi is bounded.
Assumption 1 imposes restrictions on the moments of the random variables in
the model, which are standard in the literature. Assumption 2(i) guarantees the
identication of the parameter . With Assumption 2(ii), we have the asymptotic
variance of the TSLS estimator or the shrinkage TSLS estimator under K !1 is
2 H 1. Assumption 3(i) imposes homoskedasticity of the error terms. Assumption
3(ii) and (iii) impose restrictions on the probabilistic nature of the instruments and
the rate of K. Assumption 3(iv) is employed for simplicity and can be relaxed at
the cost of making the results and the proofs much more complicated.
The rst theorem is on the consistency and the asymptotic normality of the
shrinkage TSLS estimator.
5Note that the function f() is unknown and it cannot be written as a linear combination of
a nite number of instruments in general. This is the reason that the number of instruments
should increase with N in order to estimate H = f 0f=N .
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Theorem 1. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 are satised. If (sK)2=N !p 0 and either
s!p 1 or E(fiZ 0i) = 0, then ^tsls;s    !p 0 and
p
N(^tsls;s   )!d N(0; 2 H 1).
The condition E(fiZi) = 0 means that Z is a matrix of totally irrelevant in-
struments and in that case the shrinkage parameter does not need to go to 1.
However, when Z is relevant, the shrinkage parameter must converge to 1 in or-
der to achieve the semiparametric eciency bound. This theorem justies the use
of the shrinkage TSLS estimator. Unfortunately, this result also indicates that
the conventional rst-order asymptotic analysis is neither strong enough to inves-
tigate the eect of shrinkage, nor able to provide any guidance in choosing the
shrinkage parameter, s. This is similar to the case of selecting the number of in-
struments. The rst-order asymptotic results do not tell us how many instruments
should be used; for this, we have to look at a higher-order expansion. Given this
observation, we propose to choose the shrinkage parameter to minimize a higher-
order asymptotic mean square error. The notion of the asymptotic mean square
error employed here is similar to the Nagar-type asymptotic expansion (Nagar
(1959)). Following Donald and Newey (2001), we approximate the mean square
error, Ef(^tsls;s   0)(^tsls;s   0)0jxg, by 2H 1 + S(s) where
N(^tsls;s   0)(^tsls;s   0)0 = Q^(s) + r^(s); EfQ^(s)jxg = 2H 1 + S(s) + T (s);
H = f 0f=N and fr^(s)+T (s)g=trfS(s)g = op(1) as K !1 and N !1. First, we
divide the N(^tsls;s 0)(^tsls;s 0)0 into two parts, Q^(s) and r^(s), and discard r^(s),
which goes to zero more quickly than S(s) does. Then, we take the expectation
of Q^(s) conditional on the exogenous variable, x, and ignore the term T (s), which
goes to zero more quickly than S(s) does. The term 2H
 1 corresponds to the
rst-order asymptotic variance. Hence, S(s) is the nontrivial and dominant term
in the mean squared error and our goal is to nd S(s).
This Nagar-type approximation is popular in the IV estimation literature but
not common in the shrinkage literature, which mainly focuses on exact nite sample
properties. We have several reasons to investigate the Nagar approximation even
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though the usual shrinkage literature does not use it. First, a nite sample para-
metric approach may not be very convincing because it relies on a distributional
assumption. Second, an exact nite sample approach usually gives us results that
are too complicated to be meaningful. The application of the Nagar approximation
provides a clear result, which leads to an easily implementable procedure for choos-
ing the optimal shrinkage parameter. Lastly, this approach makes comparison with
Donald and Newey (2001) easier as they also use the Nagar expansion.
The next theorem shows the form of the mean square error under K ! 1,
N !1 and an exogenous shrinkage parameter.
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satised. Under (sK)2=N ! 0













The appendix contains the proof, which is similar to the proof to Proposition
1 in Donald and Newey (2001). The rst term in the brackets on the right-hand
side of the equation corresponds to the square of the bias term. Introducing the
shrinkage parameter mitigates the bias caused by using many instruments. The
second term in the brackets corresponds to the second-order variance term. Note
that the formula in Donald and Newey (2001) is given by setting s = 1, as s = 1
corresponds to the standard TSLS estimator.
Given this formula, our task is to nd an s that minimizes the mean square
error of a linear combination of the estimator, 0S(s) ( may be estimated). The












This form is very intuitive: the optimal shrinkage parameter is an increasing func-
tion of a measure of the strength of the instruments, f 0PZf=N , and a decreasing
function of the number of instruments, K. The optimal shrinkage parameter lies
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between 0 and 1, which is a natural parameter space for the shrinkage parameter.
The event s = 1 occurs when u = 0. In this case, the OLS estimator is consis-
tent, and we should make the estimator close to the OLS estimator by using all
the instruments.
The standard case is f 0PZf=N !p c > 0 and s !p 1. This means that if Z is a
valid instrument, then asymptotically we do not shrink and achieve semiparametric
eciency. If f 0PZf=K2 !p 0, which occurs when Z is an irrelevant instrument,
s !p 0. We can defend against completely weak instruments by introducing the
shrinkage parameter. The weak instruments case in the Staiger and Stock (1997)
(see also Chao and Swanson (2005)) sense occurs when f 0PZf=K2 !p c > 0. Then,
s !p s where 0 < s < 1. Even though we do not consider this case formally,
we conjecture that the shrinkage TSLS can even utilize information from weak
instruments.
The optimal shrinkage parameter has a K2-order term. This is the main dif-
ference of this shrinkage rule compared with that of James{Stein, which just has a
K-order term.6 This might imply that if we employ the James{Stein shrinkage rule
naively, we shrink the eect of the instruments less than desired when the number
of instruments is large. This observation indicates the importance of choosing the
shrinkage parameter based on the asymptotic mean square error.
If there is only one endogenous variable, or, in other words, Yi is a scalar, the












where Y = (E(Y1jx1); : : : ; E(YN jxN))0.
The optimal shrinkage parameter depends on the unknown parameters. A
natural estimator of the optimal shrinkage parameter is given by (1), and the
6Suppose that there is only one endogenous regressor. Then, the James-Stein shrinkage rule
for the rst-stage regression gives s^ = f1  ^2u(K   2)=(W 0PZW )g.
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following theorem justies its use. Donald and Newey (2001) also present a similar
result to justify their selection procedure.7
Theorem 3. Assumptions 1-3 are satised and ^2 !p 2 , ^u !p u and ^ !p
0. Then, fS(s^)  S(s)g=S(s) = op(1).
3 The Shrinkage LIML Estimator
We can extend our idea of the shrinkage TSLS into the limited information maxi-
mum likelihood (LIML) estimator. The LIML estimator minimizes (y W)0Px(y 












(y  W)0P s(y  W)
(y  W)0(y  W) :
Let vi = ui   iu=2 and dene v = E(viv0i). The next theorem derives the
asymptotic mean square error of the shrinkage LIML estimator. We assume that
we have the third-moment condition, E(2i vi) = 0, to simplify the formula.
Theorem 4. Assumptions 1-3 are satised, v 6= 0, E(jjijj5jxi) and E(jj5jxi)
are bounded and E(2i vi) = 0. Then, under sK=N !p 0 and 1  s = Op(sK=N) or
E(fiZ
0
i) = 0, we have ^liml;s !p ,
p











The proof of Theorem 4 is in the Appendix. The proof is similar to the proof
of Proposition 2 in Donald and Newey (2001). As before, we propose to choose
7Note that, in general, this result does not imply that the estimator with s^ attains the
minimum of S(s). If s^ were constructed using samples that are independent of the data used in
estimation of , then this theorem would imply that the estimators with s^ have the same second-
order MSE properties as those with s. However, we usually use the same samples to estimate
s and , which makes it very dicult to prove that the estimators with s^ are second-order
equivalent to those with s.
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If there is only one endogenous variable, minimization does not depend on 














where 2 = E(
2
i ) and  = E(ii).
The optimal shrinkage parameter has a K-order term, while that of the shrink-
age TSLS has a K2-order term. We should shrink the eect of the other instru-
ments less in the shrinkage LIML than in the shrinkage TSLS when K is large.
This observation is consistent with the established result that the LIML estimator
is more robust against the number of instruments than is the TSLS estimator (see,
e.g., Anderson, Kunitomo and Matsushita (2008)). We also note that the optimal
shrinkage parameter always lies between 0 and 1 (0  s  1).
We note that the James-Stein shrinkage parameter has a K-order term too.
In fact, for both the optimal and the James-Stein shrinkage parameters, the order
of 1   s is K=N when f 0PZf=N !p c > 0. This observation implies that the
James-Stein shrinkage parameter has an optimal property in terms of rate in the
LIML estimation. However, the James-Stein shrinkage parameter does not take
the correlation between the error term of the rst-stage regression and that of the
second-stage regression into account and thus the estimator based on the James-
Stein shrinkage parameter is not expected to behave well.
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4 Monte Carlo simulation
This section reports the results of the Monte Carlo experiments.8 The aims of these
experiments are to see how the shrinkage estimators behave in nite samples and
to compare the shrinkage methods with other estimation methods. Comparison
with the instrument selection procedure in Donald and Newey (2001) is one of the
main purposes of this study. To make this comparison easier, we borrow their
experimental design.
4.1 Design
Our data-generating process is the following model:




for i = 1; : : : ; N , where Wi is a scalar,  is the scalar parameter of interest, Xi is











Let K be the total number of instruments so that K = K + 1. The variable Xi is
the \main" instrument, and Zi is the vector of additional instruments. We x the
true value of  at  = 0:1, and we examine how well each estimator estimates .
In this framework, each experiment is indexed by the vector of specications:
(N; K; c; fg), where N represents the sample size. We use N = 100 and N = 500,
8This Monte Carlo simulation was conducted with Linux Ox 4.1a (Doornik (2006)).
9We also consider a design under which (i; ui) is generated by the product of a random
variable with t{distribution with degree of freedom 3 and bivariate normal random variables.
The results from this non-normal design are very similar to those reported in the paper and are
not presented here. The additional tables that summarize the results from the non-normal design
are available from the author upon request.
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and we set K = 20 if N = 100 and K = 25 if N = 500. The degree of endogeneity
is summarized in c, and we set c = 0:1, 0:5 and 0:9. The number of replications is
5000 for N = 100 and 2500 for N = 500.
Hahn and Hausman (2002) observe that the theoretical R2 of the rst stage
regression is given by R2f = 
0=(0+1). While we try four dierent specications
of , which are stated later, we specify  such that  always satises 0 =
R2f=(1 R2f ). We try R2f = 0:1 and 0:01.
The rst specication of  is a case where the instruments are all equally
important.





This case is dicult, as not only are all the instruments equally important, they
also are all weak. Using only the rst instrument is not appropriate. Using all the
instruments might cause the \many-instruments" problem. As there is no reason
to prefer some to others, selection methods are not very eective. This is also
problematic for shrinkage methods as the main instrument itself is weak and the
other instruments are as important as the main one.
The second model considered is
Model (b): 1 = c( K); k =
c( K)p
K   18k > 1;
where c( K) is chosen to satisfy 0 = R2f=(1 R2f ). The rst instrument is strong
but others are weak. This data-generating process seems relevant to many appli-
cations. Often, we know that the instruments at hand guarantee the identication
of the parameter of interest. However, the estimate using only those instruments
has a relatively large standard error, which prevents us from drawing sharp con-
clusions. In this case, even if we are aware that other possible instruments are
relatively weak, we may want to increase the number of instruments to reduce the
standard error.
Thirdly, we consider the data-generating process used in Donald and Newey
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(2001).
Model (c): k = c( K)

1  kK + 1
4
:
The strength of the instruments decreases moderately in k. An instrumental se-
lection procedure, such as that proposed by Donald and Newey (2001), would be
suitable in this situation.
Lastly, we consider the following data-generating process:
Model (d): k = 0 for k 
K
2










The rst half of the instruments are completely redundant and the second half of
the instruments are informative. In this sense, the instrument ordering in Model
(d) is \wrong" and the results of the design would be useful to see the eect of
the pre-specied ordering of instruments in selection methods and the eect of a
\wrongly chosen" main instrument in shrinkage methods.
A number of estimators are studied. The rst is the TSLS estimator with all
available instruments (TSLS). The second is the TSLS estimator with Donald and
Newey's (2001) optimal selection of the number of instruments (DNTSLS). The
third estimator is the TSLS estimator with Hall and Peixe's (2003) selection of
the number of instruments (HP). The next two estimators are the shrinkage TSLS
estimators with dierent choices of shrinkage parameters. The rst estimator uses
the true optimal shrinkage parameter (OSTSLS), which is infeasible in practice.
The performance of OSTSLS can be seen as the upper bound of the performance
of shrinkage procedures. The other estimator uses the estimated (i.e., feasible) op-
timal shrinkage parameter (STSLS). We consider three LIML-type estimators: the
LIML estimator with all instruments (LIML), the LIML estimator with the Donald
and Newey (2001) optimal selection of the number of instruments (DNLIML), and
the (feasible) shrinkage LIML estimator (SLIML). Lastly, we consider the REQML
estimator with all available instruments (REQML).
To compute DNTSLS, STSLS, DNLIML and SLIML, preliminary estimates
are obtained with the number of instruments that minimizes the rst-stage cross-
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validation criteria.10 The cross-validation criteria are used for R^(K) (see Donald
and Newey (2001)) in the selection criteria by Donald and Newey (2001). For the
Hall and Peixe (2003) method, we use the penalty function that corresponds to
the BIC (Equation (14) in Hall and Peixe (2003)).
The selection methods (DNTSLS, HP and DNLIML) are applied given the
ordering of the instruments so that they choose only the number of instruments.
The ordering of instruments in each model is associated with the index k. We note
that the instruments are ordered according to their strength in Models (a)-(c). On
the other hand, the order of the instruments is \wrong" in Model (d) in the sense
that redundant instruments come rst in the ordering. The shrinkage methods are
applied with the rst instrument as the \main" instrument. We note that the rst
instrument is the strongest instrument in Models (a)-(c). However, in Model (d),
the rst instrument is redundant.
4.2 Measures
For each estimator, we compute the median bias (median bias), the dierence
between the 0.1 and 0.9 quantile (Dec. Reg.), the median absolute deviation
(MAD), following Donald and Newey (2001). We use these \robust" measures
because of concerns about the existence of moments of estimators. For example,
it is well known that the LIML estimator does not possess any nite moments
and, in fact, we encounter an extremely large value of the mean square error of the
LIML estimator in the simulations. A disadvantage of using these robust measures
is that the relationship between the theoretical results and the simulation results
becomes less clear. To overcome this issue at least partially, we also compute the
10Alternatively, we may use the Mallows criteria to choose the number of instruments for
preliminary estimates. Using the Mallows criteria reduces the computational time substantially,
particularly when the sample size is large, and the results do not change by much. Nonetheless,
in this experiment, we use the cross-validation criteria following Donald and Newey (2001).
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(^   )2; 2
oi
for each estimator ^.11 This measure is always nite and should be closely related
to the mean square error.
We also compute the coverage rate (Cov. Rate) of a 95% condence interval
based on each estimator. To construct the condence intervals to compute the cov-
erage probabilities, we use the following estimate of asymptotic variance, following
Donald and Newey (2001). The estimators examined here, except REQML, have
the common form: ^ = (W^ 0W ) 1W^ 0y (i.e., W^ = W for OLS, W^ = P(X;Z)W for in




^0^(W^ 0W ) 1W^ 0W^ (W 0W^ ) 1;
where ^ = y  W^. For the REQML estimator, the coverage probability is that of
the condence interval obtained by inverting the likelihood ratio test (see Cham-
berlain and Imbens (2004, page 302)).
We also compute the coverage probabilities based on Bekker's (1994) asymp-
totic variance estimator for the LIML-type estimators (see also Hansen, Hausman
and Newey (2008)). It is denoted \B. Cov. Rate" in the tables. Bekker's asymp-
totic variance estimator is consistent for the asymptotic variance even if the number
of instruments is proportional to the sample size and has the following formula:
V^B =
1
N   trace(P ) ^
0^(W^ 0W ) 1

W^ 0W^   W
0(I   P )^^0(I   P )W
^0(I   P )^

(W 0W^ ) 1;
where  = ^0P ^=(^0^) and P is P(X;Z) for LIML, the projection matrix spanned by
the selected instruments for DNLIML and P s for SLIML. There are two dierences
between V^ and V^B. One is that V^ has N but V^B has the total number of degrees
of freedom, N   trace(P ). It makes V^ tend to be smaller than V^B. The other is
that the matrix in the middle for V^ is W^ 0W^ but the corresponding matrix for V^B
11A similar measure is used in Chamberlain and Imbens (2004).
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is W^ 0W^ minus some positive denite matrix. This dierence makes V^ tend to be
larger than V^B. Because of these competing eects, we cannot determine which of
V^ and V^B is larger in general.
4.3 Results
The results of the experiments are summarized in Tables 1{6.12 The mark `'
indicates that the number is more than 1,000.
[Tables 1-6 around here]
First, we summarize the performance of TSLS and LIML. If the endogeneity
is small (c = 0:1), TSLS performs well. The bias of TSLS is negligible and the
diversity of TSLS is also very small. We note that all the estimators have negligible
biases when c = 0:1, but the \Dec. Reg." of TSLS is smaller than that of other
estimators. The coverage rate based on TSLS is also close to 0.95 in those cases.
On the other hand, LIML outperforms TSLS in the cases with c = 0:9. In those
cases, the bias of TSLS is very large and the coverage rate based on TSLS is too
low. LIML has a relatively small bias and yields better coverage rates in those
cases. Nonetheless, when c = 0:9 and R2f = 0:01, LIML exhibits some bias and the
condence interval based on LIML is not so reliable.
12Another result of the experiments which is interesting and is not included in the tables is
about the computational times of the estimators. For illustration, the computational time of
each estimator relative to TSLS in Model (a) with N = 100 and R2f = 0:1 is presented in the
following table.
TSLS DNTSLS HP OSTSLS STSLS LIML DNLIML SLIML REQML
1 74.19 6.23 3.07 42.56 21.40 60.38 74.85 160.09
We note that the computational times of DNTSLS, STSLS, DNLIML and STSLS include the
time required to obtain the preliminary estimate. Unfortunately, the computational times depend
heavily on the actual implementation of each procedure (i.e., how to obtain the preliminary
estimates and how to estimate R^(K) for the selection methods of Donald and Newey (2001)),
which makes it dicult to provide a conclusive argument.
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We now compare selection methods and shrinkage methods. The rst compar-
ison is between DNTSLS and HP. While HP typically yields better coverage rates
than DNTSLS, HP does not perform as well as DNTSLS in other measures. We
note that the method of Hall and Peixe is intended to detect (completely) redun-
dant instruments and it does not take into account the bias-variance trade-o in
the number of instruments. However, the instruments in Models (a)-(c) are not
completely redundant, although they are weak. The instruments in Model (d) are
ordered wrongly and the second half of the instruments are not redundant. This is
perhaps the reason why Hall and Peixe's method does not work well in the current
setting.
The next comparison is between DNTSLS and STSLS. Generally, STSLS per-
forms well in models (a) and (b), and DNTSLS does well in model (c), although
STSLS is better in model (c) with little endogeneity. Typically, the good perfor-
mance of STSLS is because the diversity of STSLS is less than that of DNTSLS,
which is indicated by the values of \Dec. Reg." of STSLS and DNTSLS. A
remarkable phenomenon is that there are cases where DNTSLS performs substan-
tially worse than TSLS does. On the other hand, STSLS is usually better than
TSLS is. When the endogeneity is small, both DNTSLS and STSLS are out-
performed by TSLS, but the performance of STSLS is better compared to that
of DNTSLS. A similar phenomenon is observed when we compare DNLIML and
SLIML. While SLIML achieves improvement on LIML generally, the relative per-
formance of DNLIML compared with LIML is not stable; in some cases, DNLIML
does much better than LIML but there are also cases where DNLIML does much
worse than LIML. DNLIML usually performs well in the low-endogeneity cases
where TSLS-type estimators perform well. In the high-endogeneity cases that are
suitable for LIML-type estimators, SLIML is usually best in models (a) and (b).
In model (c) with c = 0:9, DNLIML is usually best though the dierences between
DNLIML and SLIML are small. The selection methods do not work well in Model
(d) except that DNLIML improves LIML when the degree of endogeneity is low
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(c = 0:1). On the other hand, the performances of the shrinkage methods are
similar to those of the estimators that use all the available instruments. In Model
(d), the main instrument is weak and it is optimal to set the shrinkage parameter
very close to 1 so that the optimal shrinkage estimators are very similar to the
estimators that use all the instruments. The Monte Carlo results show that the
shrinkage methods perform as well as they can when the main instrument is weak,
while the selection methods may not perform well in such a situation.
REQML exhibits a very small bias, even when the LIML-type estimators ex-
hibit non-negligible biases. The coverage rate of the condence interval based on
REQML is also close to the nominal level in any situation. These results are con-
sistent with the ndings of Flores-Lagunes (2007). However, REQML has a very
large diversity (i.e., its \Dec. Reg." is very large). Because of the large diversity,
REQML is not attractive in terms of \MAD" nor \RMTSE".
Lastly, we compare STSLS with OSTSLS to see the eect of the estimation
errors in the shrinkage parameter. We notice that, in some cases, in particular
when c = 0:9 and R2f = 0:01, these two perform dierently, although we do also
observe cases in which their performances are similar. We may be able to obtain a
better estimator by improving the estimation of the shrinkage parameter, but this
is beyond the scope of this paper.
The condence intervals based on the LIML-type estimators are conservative
in many cases and using Bekker's method makes the condence intervals have
coverage rates close to 0.95 in those cases. However, when the coverage rate is
much smaller than 0.95, using Bekker's method tends to intensify this problem.13
The condence intervals based on STSLS are improved by using Bekker's method.
However, REQML is still better in terms of coverage rate.
13Hansen, Hausman and Newey (2008) report that Bekker's method improves the coverage
rates. However, they compare Bekker's asymptotic variance estimator with (^0^=N)(W^ 0W ) 1,
not V^ .
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We conclude this section by summarizing the Monte Carlo results. REQML
is highly recommended if we are concerned about bias or coverage rate. If we are
concerned about the risk of the estimators (either in terms of median absolute
deviation or in terms of mean square error), then we should consider selection
methods or shrinkage methods. Selection methods are recommended when the rank
ordering of the strength of the instruments is clear. Otherwise, shrinkage methods
are recommended. Moreover, we observe that shrinkage methods generally can
improve the estimators with all the instruments, while there are cases in which
selection methods may perform substantially worse than just using all instruments
does.
5 Discussion
The idea of shrinkage as stated in this paper can easily be extended into general
moment restriction models, although nding an optimal way to shrink the eect of
the moment conditions might be demanding. Several extensions are found in Okui
(2005), which considers conditional moment restriction models and dynamic panel
data models. Investigating a way to choose the shrinkage parameter in general
moment restriction models is of interest although it might be challenging. We
leave this problem for future investigation. We may also consider a method that
chooses s and K simultaneously to minimize the asymptotic mean square error.
Such a shrinkage-selection hybrid method may be worth further investigation.
Another useful extension is to handle multiple groups of instruments. Note that
this paper focuses on the situation when we have only two groups of instruments:
main instruments and others. If we have more than two groups of instruments,
we need to shrink them group by group. The optimal shrinkage parameter would
be calculated in a way similar to that presented here. The crucial assumption is
that we know to which group some particular instrument belongs. We may also
think of hybrid methods of adaptively partitioning instruments and shrinking them
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group by group. For an estimation of a multivariate normal mean, George (1986)
provides an interesting discussion of a method for handling a situation with several
candidates for partition. We consider hybrid methods to be a promising direction
for future research.
In this paper, we assume that all the instruments are orthogonal to the error
term. However, it is also important to examine the validity of instruments in
practice. As considered by Hall and Peixe (2003), we may apply the method of
Andrews (1999) rst in order to eliminate invalid instruments and then apply the
shrinkage method. Investigating the properties of such a procedure is also an
interesting future research topic.
Finally, higher-order eciency property of selection and shrinkage estimators
would be an interesting theoretical question. Takeuchi and Morimune (1985) shows
a higher-order eciency of LIML-type estimators whose asymptotic bias is ad-
justed. Anderson, Kunitomo and Matsushita (2008) and Anderson, Kunitomo
and Matsushita (2010) obtain a similar result in the presence of many instruments.
Their framework excludes the possibility of instrument selection or shrinkage esti-
mation. It is an important future research topic to explore how to discuss eciency
properties of IV estimators with instrument selection and shrinkage estimators.
A Proofs
This appendix contains the proofs of the theorems. Hereafter, all expectations are con-
ditional on x. We follow the same steps as the derivation of the asymptotic mean square
error in Donald and Newey (2001). Some of the results used as lemmas are proved in
that paper. We will employ Lemma A.1 in Donald and Newey (2001) to show Theo-
rems 2 and 4. The estimator examined has the form
p
N(^   ) = H^ 1h^. We dene
h = f 0=
p
N and H = f 0f=N .
Lemma 1 (Donald and Newey (2001) Lemma A.1). If there is a decomposition h^ =
h+ T h + Zh , H^ = H + TH + ZH ,
(h+ T h)(h+ T h)0   hh0H 1TH0   THH 1hh0 = A^(s) + ZA(s);
such that T h = op(1), h = Op(1), H = Op(1), the determinant of H is bounded away
from zero with probability 1, K;N = op(1),
jjTH jj2 = op(K;N ); jjT hjjjjTH jj = op(K;N ); jjZhjj = op(K;N ); jjZH jj = op(K;N );
ZA(s) = op(K;N ); EfA^(s)jxg = 2H +HS(s)H + op(K;N );
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then
N(^   0)(^   0)0 = Q^(s) + r^(s);
EfQ^(s)jxg = 2H 1 + S(s) + T (s);
fr^(s) + T (s)g=tr(S(s)) = op(1);K !1; N !1:
We state two technical lemmas and their proofs. Those lemmas will be used to prove
the theorems. First, recall that Z 0X = 0 and P s = PX+sPZ , where PX = X(X 0X) 1X 0
and PZ = Z(Z 0Z) 1Z 0.












jj = (m + sK)






ij = (m +
s2K) + op(sK); 5) h = f 0=
p
N = Op(1) and H = f 0f=N = Op(1).
Proof. First note that (sK) 1 = Op(1). For part 1,
tr(P s) = tr(PX) + s  tr(PZ) = m+ sK:






s) = op(1)(m+ sK) = op(sK):
This proves part 2.














2 = (m+ sK)2 + op(sK)
which shows part 3.




















ij = m+ s
2K + op(sK):
Part 5 is Lemma A.2 (v) in Donald and Newey (2001).
Let esf = f
0(I   P s)(I   P s)f=N and s = tr(esf ).
Lemma 3. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 are satised and s !p 1 or E(fiZ 0i) = 0. Then,
we have 1) s = op(1); 2) f 0(I   P s)=
p
N = O(1=2s ); 3) u0P s = Op(sK); 4)






















Proof. As (I   P s)(I   P s) = I   P + (s  1)2PZ by simple algebra,
f 0(I   P s)(I   P s)f
N
=
f 0(I   P )f
N




The rst term is op(1) by Lemma A.3(i) in Donald and Newey (2001) and the second
term converges on 0 if s!p 1 or f 0PZf=N !p 0. Therefore, s = op(1).
Next, we observe that Eff 0(I   P s)=pNg = 0 and
E

f 0(I   P s)p
N









Therefore, f 0(I   P s)=pN = Op(1=2s ) by the Chebyshev inequality. This shows 2.
For part 3, the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality says that each element of u0P s is less
than [tr(u0P su)(0P s)]1=2. As E(u0P su) = 2u(m+sK) = Op(sK) and similarlyE(0P s) =









l) = 0 if one of (i; j; k; l) is dierent from all
the rest. Also, E(2iuiu
0
i) is bounded by Assumption 1. Therefore, we have
















































= op(sK) + u0u(m+ sK)




by Lemmas 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4.
Assumption 1 also implies that




























P sii  jjfijj  jjE(2iu0i)jj = Op(sK);
which gives 5.
To prove 6, rst we consider the function of a: sK=a + a, which is convex and
the minimum value of which is 2
p
sK with the minimizer a =
p
sK. If s = 0,
then (s=
p
N)f(sK)=N + sg = 0 and for s 6= 0, (s=
p







sK ! 0 as sK !1.
Part 7 is Lemma A.3(vii) in Donald and Newey (2001).
For part 8, letQ = I P s and for some a and b let i = fa(xi; zi) and i = E(2iuib)P sii.













 = j 0Qj  j 0QQj1=2j0j1=2;
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where the inequality is the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Now j 0QQj1=2 = Op((Ns)1=2)





2 for some constant C by Assumption 1 and
applying Lemma 2(2) we have j0j = op(sK). Therefore, we have







A.1 Proof of Theorems 1 and 2
Proof. The shrinkage TSLS estimator has the form:
p
N(^tsls;s   0) = H^s 1h^s; H^s =W 0P sW=N; h^s =W 0P s=
p
N:
Also, H^s and h^s are decomposed as
h^s = h+ T h1 + T
h
2 ;
T h1 =  f 0(I   P s)=
p








TH1 =  f 0(I   P s)f=N; TH2 = (u0f + f 0u)=N
ZH = fu0P su  u0(I   P s)f   f 0(I   P s)ug=N:
We show that the conditions of Lemma 1 are satised and S(s) has the form given in
the theorem. Note that it is enough to show that the term is op((sK)2=N +s) in order
to show that a term is op(K;N ) because op((sK)2=N +s) = op(K;N ).
Now, h = Op(1) and H = Op(1) by Lemma 2(5). As T h = T h1 + T
h
2 =  f 0(I  
P s)=
p
N + u0P s=
p
N , Lemma 3(2) and 3(3) say that T h1 = Op(
1=2
s ) and T h2 =
Op(sK=
p
N) so T h = Op(
1=2
s ) + Op(sK=
p
N). s = op(1) by Lemma 3(1) and
sK=
p
N = op(1) by (sK)2=N = op(1). Therefore, T h = op(1).
Next,
TH1 =  
f 0(I   P s)f
N

















N) by the CLT. Note that (sK)2=N + s = op(1). Then, each of
f(sK)2=N + sg2, N 1 and f(sK)2=N + sg=N are o(K;N ), which implies jjTH jj2 =
op(K;N ).
Now, we analyze jjT hjj  jjTH jj. We have seen that T h = Op(1=2s ) + Op(sK=
p
N).









N) = op(sK=N + s) = op(K;N ) by Lemma 3(6), Op(sKs=
p
N) =




N  (sK)2=N + s and 1=2s = op(1) by Lemma 3(1), and
Op(sK=N) = op(K;N ). Therefore, jjT hjj  jjTH jj = op(K;N ).
As jjZhjj = 0 in our case, jjZhjj = op(K;N ). The last part, for which we need to show
op(K;N ), is jjZH jj. Now, ZH = u0P su=N   u0(I   P s)f=N   f 0(I   P s)u=N , where the
rst term is Op(sK=N) = op(K;N ) and the second and third terms are Op(1=2=
p
N) =
op(sK=N +s) = op(K;N ) by Lemma 3(6). Therefore, we have jjZH jj = op(K;N ).
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Note that we have shown H^ = H + op(1) and h^ = h + op(1). Then, Proposition 1
holds by the LLN, the CLT and the Slutzky Lemma.








hh0H 1(TH1 + TH2 )0   (TH1 + TH2 )H 1hh0.
Now, we calculate the expectation of each term in A(s). First of all, E(hh0) =
E(f0f 0=N) = 2H. Second,
E(hT h01 ) = E

 f




f 0(I   P s)f
N
:
Similarly, E(T h1 h
0) = 2 f 0(I   P s)f=N . Third,











by Lemma 3(5). This implies that E(T h2 h
0) = Op(sK=N) too. Fourth,
E(T h1 T
h0
1 ) = E











2 ) =  E











by Lemma 3(8). Again, we have E(T h2 T
h0























by Lemma 3(4). Seventh,
E(hh0H 1TH01 ) =  E





f 0(I   P s)f
N
:
Also, we have E(TH1 H
 1hh0) =  2 f 0(I   P s)f=N . Finally, Lemma 3(7) implies that
E(hh0H 1TH02 ) = E










 1hh0) = OP (1=N). Therefore, we have
E(A^(K)) = 2H   2








f 0(I   P s)f
N
+ 2




































































N  sK=N +s.
A.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Under the assumptions, we have W 0(PX +PZ)W=N  H !p 0 and W 0PZW=N  















Then, V^   V = op(1) and s and s^ can be written as 1  (1 + V N=K2) 1 and 1  (1 +
V^ N=K2) 1 respectively. Suppose that f 0PZf=N ! c > 0 for some c. Then
s^   s = V^ N=K
2   V N=K2
(1 + V^ N=K2)(1 + V N=K2)
=
V^   V





HfS(s^)  S(s)gH = (s^2   s2)u0uK2=N + f(1  s^)2   (1  s)2g2 f 0PZf=N
= op(K2=N);
by the continuous mapping theorem. As S(s) is at least Op(K2=N) in this case, the
result holds.
Suppose that f 0PZf = Op(K), which occurs when Z is a matrix of irrelevant in-
struments. Then, s = Op(1=K) and S(s) = Op(1=N). As N(V^   V )=K = op(1), we
have
s^   s = V^ N=K
2   V N=K2
(1 + V^ N=K2)(1 + V N=K2)
=
N(V^   V )=K




It follows therefore that S(s^)  S(s) = op(1=N).
A.3 Proof of Theorem 4
First, we show that the consistency of the shrinkage LIML and derive the asymptotic
distribution of it under sK=N ! 0. Now, our ^ is ^liml;s = argmin(y  W)0P s(y  
W)=(y  W)0(y  W).
Lemma 4. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satised. Then, under sK=N ! 0 and
s! 1 or E(fiZ 0i) = 0, it follows that ^liml;s !p 0.
Proof. Dene W  (y;W ) and D0  (; I). W can be written as W =WD0+e1, where
e1 is the rst unit vector. Let A^ = W 0P s W=N and A = D00 HD0.
Observing Lemma A.4 and the proof of Lemma A.5 in Donald and Newey (2001), it
is enough to show that A^!p A.
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First, we have f 0f=N !p H by the LLN. f 0(I   P s)f=N = f 0(I   P )f=N + (1  
s)f 0PZf=N !p 0 by Lemma A.2(1) in Donald and Newey (2001) and where s !p 1 or
f 0PZf=N !p 0. E(0P s) = trfP sE(0)g = 2 (m+sK), which implies that 0P s=N !p
0 by the Markov inequality. Similarly, we can show that u0P su=N !p 0. Let Wj be the













The rst inequality is the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and the second inequality comes
from the fact that I P s is positive denite, which is because I P s = I P+(1 s)PZ and
I P and PZ are positive denite and 1 s  0. It follows therefore thatW 0P s=N !p 0.
f 0P su=N !p 0 similarly. Summing up, we have A^!p A.
Lemma 5. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satised, sK=N !p 0 and s !p 1 or
E(fiZ 0i) = 0. Then, we have
p
N(^liml;s   0)!d N(0; 2 H 1).
Proof. Let As()  (y W)0P s(y W)=N and B()  (y W)0(y W)=N . Dene
()  As()=B() so that ^liml;s = argmin ().
Let () and () be the gradient and Hessian of (), respectively. A standard
Taylor expansion shows that
p















for some mean value ~. Now, we have
() = B() 1fA()  ()B()g;
() = B() 1fA()  ()B()g  B() 1fB()()0 + ()B0g:
As ^liml;s !p 0 by Lemma 4, ~ !p 0, which implies that B(~)!p 2 , B(~)!p  2u.
As before, A(~) !p 0, which implies that (~) !p 0. Also, we have A(~) !p 0,
which gives (~) !p 0. Lastly, we have A() = 2W 0P sW=N !p 2 H and B() =
2W 0W=N !p 2E(WiW 0i ). Therefore, we have ~2(~)!p H.
Consider the gradient term. First, dene ^ = W 0=0 and  = u=2 . ^    =























h !d N(0; 2 H) by the CLT. Lemma 2(1) and the Chebyshev inequality says f 0(I  
P s)=
p
N = op(1). A similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2(4) together with
30




sK=N) = op(1). 0P s = Op(sK) as we see
in the proof of Lemma 4. It follows, therefore, that (^   )0P s=pN = Op(sK=N) =
op(1). We have  ~2
p
N(0)=2!d N(0; 2 H).
In conclusion, we have
p
N(^liml;s   )!d H 1N(0; 2 H) = N(0; 2 H 1).
Dene ^ = min(y  W)0P s(y  W)=(y  W)0(y  W) and ~ = 0P s=(N2 ).
Also note that in the LIML case, to show that a term is op(K;N ), it is enough to show
that it is op(sK=N +s).
Lemma 6. Suppose Assumptions 1-3 are satised, sK=N !p 0 and 1   s = op(K=N)

















NR^ = op(K;N ).
Proof. We expand ^ = (^) around the true value 0. Then
























































by B(0) = Op(1). It follows that
~2(~)
2
= H   f
















by (0) = Op(
p
sK=N). As in the proof of proposition 2, we have f 0(I   P s)f=N =
Op(s + sK=N). It holds also that u0P sf=N = Op(1=
p
N) and u0P su=N = Op(sK=N).




























N) by the CLT and the Delta method. These






























and all the remainder terms are op(K;N ).
The second equation in the lemma is given by the fact that ~ = Op(sK=N).
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Lemma 7. Suppose that Assumptions 1-3 are satised, sK=N !p 0. Then,
1. u0P su=N   ~u = op(sK=N),
2. E(h~0v=
p

































by Lemma 3(4) by replacing u with . This gives f~   (m + sK)=Ngu = op(sK=N).
We also have E(u0P su) = (m+ sK)u and u0P su=N   f(m+ sK)=Ngu = op(sK=N).



































































Part 3 is Lemma A.8(iii) in Donald and Newey (2001).
Proof of Theorem 4. The consistency and the asymptotic normality of the shrinkage
estimator stems from Lemmas 4 and 5. The shrinkage LIML estimator has the following
representation:
p


















T hi + Z
h;
T h1 =  
f 0(I   P s)p
N


































































































0(I   P s)f
N
  f

























jjTH1 jj2 consists of terms of order (sK=N +s)2, 1=N , (sK=N)2, (sK=N +s)=
p
N ,
(sK=N + s)  sK=N and sK=N3=2. It is easy to see that all of them are op(K;N ). It
follows that jjTH1 jj2 = op(K;N ).
Similarly, jjT hjj  jjTH jj consists of terms of order (sK=N + s)op(1), 1=2s =
p
N ,p
sK=N , 1=N and sK=N  op(1). A simple inspection and Lemma 3(6) say that all of
them are op(K;N ). That gives jjT hjj  jjTH jj = op(K;N ).
To show Zh = op(K;N ), we investigate each term of Zh. (^ ~)h = op(sK=N)Op(1) =




   1)~(u0=N   u) = Op(1)Op(sK=N)Op(1=
p
N) =











op(K;N )Op(1) = op(K;N ) by the LLN and Lemma 6. Therefore, Zh = op(K;N ).
Similarly, each term of ZH is shown to be op(K;N ). u0(I P s)f=N = Op(1=2s =
p
N) =
op(K;N ) where the rst equality can be veried as in the proof of Lemma 3(2) and the
second equality is Lemma 3(6). uP su=N  ~u0u=N = uP su=N  ~u  ~(u0u=N u) =
op(sK=N)+Op(sK=N)op(1) = op(K;N ) by Lemma 7(1) and the LLN. The CLT implies
that ~(u0f + f 0u)=N = Op(sK=N)Op(1=
p
N) = op(K;N ). Finally (^   ~)W 0W=N =
op(sK=N)Op(1) = op(K;N ) by the LLN and Lemma 6. Hence, we have ZH = op(K;N ).


















 1hh0 = A(s) + ZA(s);
where







































(T h1 + T
h
2 )

















sK=N . All of them are op(K;N ) by a simple inspection and Lemma 3(6). ZA(s) =
op(K;N ).
What remains to be shown is the expectation of A(s). As we saw in the TSLS case,
we have E(hh0) = 2H, E(hT h01 ) = E(T h1 h0) =  2 f 0(I P s)f=N , E(T h1 T h01 ) = 2 f 0(I 
P s)(I   P s)f=N , E(T h1 T h02 ) = op(1=2s
p
sK=N) = op(K;N ), similarly E(T h2 T
h0
1 ) =
op(K;N ), E(hh0H 1TH01 ) = E(TH1 H 1hh0) =  2 f 0(I   P s)f=N , E(hh0H 1TH02 ) =
Op(1=N) = op(K;N ) and similarly E(TH2 H
 1hh0) = op(K;N ).
A similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3(6), noting that E(vii) = 0, gives
E(T h2 T
h0



















Similarly, E(T h5 h) = op(K;N ).
Lemma 7(2) gives






































2 ) + E(hT
h0
4 ) = ^ + op(K;N ) and E(T
h
2 h
0) + E(T h4 h0) = ^ 0 +
op(K;N ).
Summing up, we have
E(A(s)) = 2H   22
f 0(I   P s)f
N
+ ^ + ^ 0
+2






f 0(I   P s)f
N
+ op(K;N )






f 0(I   P s)(I   P s)f
N
+ ^ + ^ 0 + op(K;N ):
Note that under E(2i vi) = 0, ^ = 0.
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